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ABSTRACT 
End-user programming tools offer no data types except “string” for 
many categories of data, such as person names and street addresses. 
Consequently, these tools cannot automatically validate or reformat 
these data. To address this problem, we have developed a user-
extensible model for string-like data. Each “tope” in this model is a 
user-defined abstraction that guides the interpretation of strings as a 
particular kind of data. Specifically, each tope implementation con-
tains software functions for recognizing and reformatting instances 
of that tope’s kind of data. This makes it possible at runtime to dis-
tinguish between invalid data, valid data, and questionable data that 
could be valid or invalid. Once identified, questionable and/or inva-
lid data can be double-checked and possibly corrected, thereby in-
creasing the overall reliability of the data. Valid data can be auto-
matically reformatted to any of the formats appropriate for that kind 
of data. To show the general applicability of topes, we describe new 
features that topes have enabled us to provide in four tools. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.2.6 [Software Engineering]: Programming environments –  
Interactive environments 

General Terms 
Reliability, Languages. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
To understand the software needs of information workers, we 
conducted a contextual inquiry and other observations of work-
ers [14]. We found that their tasks, such as filling out expense 
reports and creating employee rosters, often involve categories 
of short, human-readable, multi-format data. Example kinds of 
data include phone numbers, state names, and project codes. In 
many tasks, workers copied and pasted values among web 
pages, web forms and spreadsheets, often with intervening re-
formatting. Sometimes, users came upon data with questionable 
validity—that is, strings that were not obviously valid or obvi-
ously invalid—prompting them to double-check values (which 
they occasionally used anyway). 

It would be difficult to automate many such tasks with existing tools 
for end-user programmers (EUPs), such as web macro tools and 
spreadsheets, since these tools support only basic primitives such as 
strings, integers and floating-point numbers. Because these tools do 
not recognize the kinds of data involved in workers’ tasks, they can-
not automatically reformat values or identify questionable values. 
For example, to date, web macro tools have been unable to copy a 
person name in “Firstname Lastname” format from one web page, 
then paste it into a web form in “Lastname, Firstname” format [14]. 
Moreover, these tools could not recognize and alert the user to a 
questionable person name with an odd mix of uppercase and lower-
case letters, such as “Lincolnshire MCC”. 

The mechanisms currently available for extending tools with new ab-
stractions—regular expressions (regexps) and scripting languages—
are inflexible and hard for many people to use [1]. Mechanisms of-
fered by researchers, such as Lapis [7] and data detectors [8], can rec-
ognize various data patterns and automate browser operations, but 
cannot reformat data automatically. Another approach, modeling data 
as types, would not work well because type-checking algorithms rely 
on the fact that a value either is or is not a valid instance of a type [11]. 
That is, strict type systems (even those supporting dependent types and 
other type refinements [9]) do not allow variables to contain data with 
questionable validity, as in the case of the data involved in these tasks. 

In this paper, we describe a mechanism for extending tools as needed 
to support custom categories of short string data. Our mechanism relies 
on a kind of abstraction called “topes”. Each tope abstraction defined 
by an end-user programmer includes functions to detect questionable 
values for one kind of data and functions to transform data among for-
mats used for that kind of data. Tope implementations can be reused 
without modification in a variety of tools to validate and reformat data. 
Section 2 introduces topes, and Section 3 describes new features 
that topes have enabled us to provide in four tools. Section 4 con-
cludes with a discussion of future work. 

2. TOPES OVERVIEW 
Our approach models each kind of data as an abstraction called a 
“tope”, which contains functions for recognizing and transforming 
one kind of data [18]. For example, a tope might recognize an email 
address by looking for a username, followed by an @ symbol and a 
hostname. At the simplest level, the username and hostname could 
contain alphanumeric characters, periods, underscores, and certain 
other characters. Additional constraints would help to identify ques-
tionable strings (that are not definitely valid or definitely invalid). 
For example, an email address with 64 characters in the username 
would technically be valid but probably questionable. 

Multiple patterns are necessary for describing kinds of data that may 
appear in more than one format. Each format would be recognized 
with a different function. For example, companies can be referenced 
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by common name, formal name, or stock ticker symbol. Common 
names are typically one to three words, sometimes containing apos-
trophes, ampersands, or hyphens. Formal names may be somewhat 
longer, though rarely more than 100 characters, and they sometimes 
contain periods, commas, and certain other characters. Ticker sym-
bols are drawn from a finite set of officially registered symbols. 
These three formats together comprise a tope describing how to 
validate company names. The tope would include functions driven 
by lookup tables for transforming among these three formats. 

Implementing topes 
Just as an abstract type is not executable, topes are not directly execu-
table but must be implemented. With the Tope Development Envi-
ronment (TDE) that we have provided, EUPs perform two steps to im-
plement each of a tope’s formats. First, they provide one or more ex-
amples of the data to validate. The TDE infers a basic format covering 
most or all of the examples [13], and it presents this format on-screen 
(Figure 1). Second, the EUPs review, customize, and test the format in 
Toped [17], which is a form-based syntax-directed editor (Figure 2). 

To specify how to identify questionable inputs, EUPs can create 
“soft” constraints that are not always satisfied. For example, EUPs 
could specify that a phone number’s exchange rarely is “555” (a 
value that was invalid for many decades). Other supported con-
straints include requiring that a part matches another format, or 
specifying that the part’s value should be in a certain finite set. 

From the constraints, Topeg generates a context-free grammar with 
constraints on the grammar productions [18]. At runtime, Topep 
parses strings using the grammar, yielding a parse tree. Topep 
checks grammar production constraints to classify strings as valid, 
invalid, or somewhere in between (questionable). 

Toped includes another sentence-based user interface (with a style 
like that in Figure 2) for EUPs to define transformations, which op-
erate on parse trees to reformat strings between formats. Transfor-
mations can change separators, reorder parts, use lookup tables, 
change capitalization and call other transformations (as functions) 
on parts. At runtime, Topep steps through each transformation’s in-
structions to reformat strings. 

Topei Module 

Infers format from 

examples 

Toped Module 

Enables EUPs to 

create/edit topes 

(including editing 

inferred formats)  

Topeg Module 

Generates context-

free grammars from 

formats 

 

Topep Module 

Parses data against 

grammars, performs 

transformations 

Plug-ins 

Read/write program 

data 

Robofox 

Web macros 

Vegemite/CoScripter 

Web macros 

Microsoft Excel 

Spreadsheets 

Visual Studio.NET 

Web applications 

Figure 1: The TDE (shaded) receives data from plug-ins to 

programming tools (e.g.: Excel toolbar). From example strings, 

Topei infers a format that the programmer can customize in 

Toped, perhaps by adding additional formats or transforma-

tions between formats, yielding a tope implementation. This 

implementation can be saved to disk (not shown below) for re-

use in many programs. After Topeg generates grammars from 

formats, Topep validates data provided by the plug-ins, per-

haps yielding error messages that the plug-ins display in the 

spreadsheet, web application, web macro, or other program.  

Topep is also responsible for stepping through transformations 

at runtime to reformat strings. All shaded boxes are also acces-

sible through an API. The only modules with a user interface 

are Toped (Figure 2) and the Plug-ins (Figures 3-5). 

Figure 2: Toped represents formats as a sequence of con-

strained parts. For example, a phone number would have an 

area code, exchange, and local number within that exchange. 

Constraints can be “always”, “almost always”, “often”, 

“rarely”, or “never” be true and are conjoined. The pro-

grammer can add new constraints by clicking on the “+info” 

buttons and can then select a type of constraint to apply. 

Supported constraints include specifying that the part should 

match another format or tope, or specifying that a part can 

repeat a certain number of times (perhaps with separators). 

… 
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3. TOOL FEATURES BASED ON TOPES 
By taking advantage of topes, we have implemented custom runtime 
assertions for strings in web macros, transformation of strings in 
web macros that operate on tabular data structures, typo detection in 
spreadsheets, and input validation in web forms designed by EUPs. 
This section presents these new features. 

3.1 Runtime assertions in web macros 
A web macro tool like Robofox [5] watches EUPs perform operations 
in a web browser and attempts to determine the intent behind those ac-
tions. The tool generates a macro to represent that intent (generally as a 
sequence of steps) which the tool can later execute on new data.  

For example, with Robofox watching, EUPs might go to a certain 
URL and copy a person’s name from a particular tag in the web 
page. In order to identify which tag was selected, Robofox would 
record the tag’s XPath and HTML ID attribute. In addition, it would 
record a visual pattern, which is an expression that identifies tags 
based on their proximity to key labels such as “Name:”. EUPs could 
demonstrate pasting the person’s name into a web form on another 
page. When Robofox replays the macro later, it would go back to 
the original URL, find the tag referenced by the XPath, ID and vis-
ual pattern, copy whatever text appeared in that location at runtime 
(which might be a different name than when Robofox created the 
macro), and then paste the name into the form on the next page. 

Unfortunately, web sites evolve: We have documented many cases 
where webmasters changed pages’ structure, added or removed form 
fields, and made other changes that would have confused web macro 
tools [14]. When Robofox executes the macro described above, the 
person name tag might have moved on the page. While Robofox has 
sophisticated heuristics that combine XPath, ID and visual path infor-
mation to locate moved tags, these heuristics might lead Robofox to 
locate the wrong tag—such as a tag containing a social security num-
ber, credit card number, or some other data. Robofox would then pro-
ceed to execute the macro using this wrong information. For example, 
this might cause Robofox to paste a social security number into the 
form in the other page, which obviously would be highly undesirable. 

To counter errors of this kind, we have extended Robofox with as-
sertions based on tope formats. When constructing a macro, EUPs 
can highlight a clipboard item, which is a variable that is initialized 
by a copy operation in the macro, and open the TDE to create a new 
format or select an existing format stored on the computer. Robofox 
then creates an assertion specifying that after the copy operation, the 
clipboard should contain a string that matches the specified format. 
At runtime, if a string violates any constraint in the format, then 
Robofox displays a warning popup to explain that the assertion is 
violated, enabling EUPs to modify the macro or cancel execution if 
necessary. 

Robofox lacks a formal plug-in interface, so in this case, our plug-in 
is a JavaScript library called by Robofox code. Since Robofox was 
one of the first tools that we integrated with the TDE, these asser-
tions cannot reference topes implemented in later, more feature-rich 
versions of the TDE. Consequently, Robofox assertions can only 
reference topes that contain a single format, and they cannot refer-
ence formats whose parts reference other formats (for example, a ci-
tation format where parts such as the author names and page num-
bers are defined in separate formats). However, even in its current 
form, the integrated tool provides a powerful method for detecting 
when Robofox’s clipboard contains incorrect text. 

3.2 Transformation of strings in web macros 
The CoScripter web macro tool—formerly called “Koala” [6]—has a 
new component called Vegemite, which allows EUPs to copy and 
paste data from web pages into tables in a “scratch space”. While 
EUPs can type strings directly into scratch space cells, they can also 
create web macros that compute table cell values by posting other cell 
values through a web form and retrieving strings from the web server. 

Topes fill a critical need in supporting reformatting operations in-
volved in information workers’ tasks [14]. For example, one task re-
quired reading phone numbers in one format from a page, then pasting 
the phone numbers in another format into a spreadsheet. To date, 
macro tools have been unable to perform these conversions, since they 
contain no specification for how to reformat strings between formats. 

To support string reformatting, we implemented a proof-of-concept 
feature as a popup menu in Vegemite (which, like Robofox, lacks a 
plug-in interface, so our Vegemite plug-in is a JavaScript library). Af-
ter populating a cell value with a string, EUPs can right-click on the 
cell value and select “Copy”, which copies the string into the system 
clipboard. (Alternatively, EUPs could put a string on the system clip-
board by executing a system copy command in another application.) 
Clicking on an empty cell and selecting “Paste Special” displays all 
possible reformatted versions of the string on the clipboard (Figure 3). 
EUPs can select a version, which Vegemite then pastes into the cell. 

Vegemite populates the list of options by iterating through all 
known topes and testing the string with each format in each tope 
using Topep. For each successful parse, Vegemite calls the tope’s 
transformation functions (again through the Topep API) to gener-
ate previews of the value as it would appear in the tope’s other 
formats. In addition, Vegemite displays what parts of the string 
could be extracted from the value, based on the parts that com-
pose the format, as shown in Figure 2. 

For example, Figure 3 shows the options for pasting a phone num-
ber. It also shows a “Places” table, whose second column was popu-
lated by copying each cell of the first column and pasting the state 
abbreviation (which was extracted through a tope that recognizes 
strings in “City, ST” format). The third column was populated by 
copying each cell of the second column and pasting the string using 
the state name format. 

Figure 3: Copying and pasting columns, with intervening ex-

traction of parts or transformation of strings with topes.  

 

This proof-of-concept has three limitations to be addressed in fu-
ture versions of Vegemite. First, Vegemite provides no user inter-
face buttons or other controls to launch Toped, so EUPs presently 
have no way to add new formats in Vegemite. Second, this feature 
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operates on individual cells; to save EUPs time, we could extend 
this feature to iteratively populate every cell in a column using the 
selected reformatting or extraction operation. Third, while the fea-
ture allows EUPs to populate cells through direct gestures, se-
lected operations are not recorded for replaying later on different 
data; addressing this limitation will require improved integration 
between Vegemite and the replay facilities of CoScripter. While 
these three limitations highlight further opportunities to improve 
the usability of Vegemite, they do not diminish topes’ contribu-
tion as a mechanism to recognize and transform string data. 

3.3 Typo detection in spreadsheets 
Among EUPs, spreadsheets are the most common platform for im-
plementing computations and generating reports [16]. Prompted by 
the high error rate in spreadsheets [10], researchers have provided 
techniques for validating formulas and numeric data [2][12].  

Yet in one study, nearly 40% of spreadsheet cells contained non-
numeric, non-date textual data [3], which is consistent with a pre-
vious study which found that nearly 70% of spreadsheets were 
created for reporting purposes [4]. Despite the importance of tex-
tual data, spreadsheets offer no support for validating strings. 
(Though Excel lets users associate “social security number” or 
other labels with cells, this does not actually validate the data.) 

To support finding and correcting typos in string data, we have 
provided a Microsoft Excel toolbar plug-in. Clicking the “New” 
button (Figure 4) starts the TDE, which infers a new format from 
highlighted cells and presents it for review and editing. Based on 
the specified format, the plug-in validates each cell and flags inva-
lid cells with a small red triangle and a comment. To generate er-
ror messages, Topep concatenates together the violated con-
straints. EUPs can browse through these comments using Excel’s 
Reviewing features, correcting or ignoring errors as desired. 

EUPs can reuse and extend topes with additional formats and 
transformations via the “Load/Edit” button, thereby associating a 
multi-format tope with the highlighted cells. When making this 
association, the plug-in asks for a preferred format within that 
tope for these particular cells. For each cell, the plug-in parses the 
string with each of the tope’s formats and selects the format that 
best matches the cell’s string. If this best match differs from than 
the preferred format for the cell, then the plug-in calls the tope’s 
transformation functions to put the cell’s string into the preferred 
format. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of validating spreadsheets with topes, 
we implemented topes for the 32 most common kinds of data in the 
“database” section of the EUSES spreadsheet corpus [3][18]. We 
found that our topes were 3.5 times as accurate as simply validating 
these kinds of data using regexps available on the web (which EUPs 
would generally not know how to create, anyway). 

Figure 4: Validating contact information with topes. 

 

3.4 Input validation in web applications 
Even professional programmers often omit validation for input 
fields, including many form fields in “person locator” web applica-
tions that were created in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina [18]. 
We interviewed six site creators, who explained that they intention-
ally omitted validation in order to provide end users with maximal 
flexibility. While they conceded that this resulted in accepting some 
invalid data, they emphasized that aggressive validation might have 
prevented many people from entering valid data. 

We found similar examples of unvalidated fields in many other ap-
plications such as Google Base, which contains various forms in-
cluding one for describing job openings. For example, Google has 
not implemented validation for text fields that accept a job type, in-
dustry, employer, or education level. Even for numeric fields, the 
forms accept unreasonable values (such as a salary of “-45”). 

EUPs generally have less programming training than professional 
programmers, and tools for EUPs offer no more support for valida-
tion than do tools for professional programmers—in both cases re-
quiring programmers to create a regexp or a script to effect valida-
tion. Thus, even more than professional programmers, EUPs proba-
bly struggle to implement validation with existing techniques. 

As in web macros and spreadsheets, the fundamental problem is that 
for many kinds of data, it is difficult to conclusively determine valid-
ity. For instance, no regexp can definitively distinguish whether an 
input field has a valid person name. No matter what regexp is cre-
ated, there is certainly a valid person name that violates the regexp. 

However, this limitation is even more serious in the web application 
domain than in the web macro and spreadsheet domains, since there 
is no way for web application users to override an “overzealous” re-
gexp that rejects an unusual but valid input. (In contrast, for exam-
ple, spreadsheet users can simply ignore red triangles and error flags 
inserted by Excel.) Consequently, web application designers must 
omit validation so as to avoid rejecting any invalid inputs. 

Topes offer a solution: warn the application user about question-
able inputs, so that they can be double-checked rather than re-
jected outright. To demonstrate, we created a plug-in for the web-
form design tool in Microsoft Visual Studio.NET (which comes in 
an Express Edition for EUPs).  

In Visual Studio.NET, the normal way for EUPs to create validation 
is to drag and drop a textbox widget from a toolbox onto the web 
form, then to drag and drop a RegularExpressionValidator 
widget alongside the textbox. They then specify a regexp and a fixed 
textual error message. At runtime, if an input violates the regexp, 
then the error message appears in red to the right of the textbox.  

Our plug-in takes the form of a new validator widget. After dragging 
and dropping a textbox, EUPs drag our widget from the toolbox and 
drop it alongside the textbox. Once dropped on the page, the valida-
tor gives the option of selecting an existing tope, or creating a new 
tope by typing in examples of the data to be validated. The validator 
passes these examples to the TDE, which infers a format from the 
examples and presents it for review and customization before the 
tope’s description file is stored on the web server. 

EUPs can add additional formats and transformations to the tope, if 
desired, and select a preferred format that this textbox’s inputs 
should match. The validator automatically uses the tope to generate 
the necessary code for validating inputs. At runtime, this code parses 
the input string with each format to find the best matching format. If 
this format differs from the preferred format, then the code calls 
transformation functions to put the string into the preferred format. 
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If the string (after any transformation functions) matches the pre-
ferred format perfectly, then the code accepts the string. If the string 
does not match the format’s grammar at all, or violates an “always“ 
or “never” constraint, then the input is rejected; error messages are 
displayed using the standard red text beside the textbox (Figure 5).  

If the string is questionable, the generated code displays an over-
ridable warning message (in a popup window) so the end user can 
double-check and possibly correct the string before it is accepted. 
(The application’s programmer can also specify alternate settings, 
such as always rejecting any input that does not match the preferred 
format exactly, thus dispensing with the warning message.) 

We tested whether web application data could be accurately vali-
dated by the 32 topes that we implemented based on spreadsheet 
data (as mentioned in Section 3.3) [18]. We extracted data from the 
Google Base web application and one Hurricane Katrina web site, 
then identified 12 cases where tope implementations could be re-
used. We found that our topes were at least as accurate on web data 
as on spreadsheet data (and, in a few cases, more accurate, since the 
web data was from less diverse sources than the spreadsheet corpus). 

Figure 5: Targeted human-readable error messages appear in 

our validator plug-in, alongside validated textboxes. 

 

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The general applicability of the topes model is shown by the wide 
variety of tool features that we have developed using topes, and is 
shown by the fact that topes are reusable across programs created in 
so many tools. Integrating the TDE into tools is straightforward 
once a new feature based on topes has been devised. For example, 
only two days were required to create a general-purpose, tope-based 
C# library for validating and reformatting strings embedded in 
HTML or XML [15]. 

We have received interest from other research teams who want to 
integrate the TDE with other tools. In response, we open-sourced all 
components of the TDE except for Toped (which requires a few en-
hancements discussed below). The plug-ins, inference algorithm 
(Topei), generator for context-free grammars (Topeg), and the parser 
(Topep) are available as C# libraries, and the parser is also available 
as a Java library (at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cscaffid/software.shtml). 

Over the next few months, we will release an improved version of the 
TDE to correct minor deficiencies in Toped that were revealed by a 
preliminary user study [17]. Specifically, although it is possible to ex-
press topes for many kinds of data, implementing multi-format topes in 
the current Toped can be tedious. As one example, if EUPs want to 
add a certain constraint to more than one format, then it is necessary to 
open each format in the editor and manually add the constraint to each 
format. This extra work could be reduced by providing a mechanism to 
specify that a constraint should be applied to more than one format. 

In addition, we will implement a repository server where program-
mers can publish and share formats with one another. This will fa-
cilitate incremental TDE improvements to further assist EUPs as 
they implement and reuse topes to validate data. 
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